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Glory Clean Expands Its Range of Cleaning Services in London with End of
Tenancy Cleaning and More

Glory Clean adds end of tenancy cleaning and more to its list of professional cleaning services
to meet the demand of consumers in London.

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 30 March 2017 -- Glory Clean, one of the best quality cleaning companies serving
the regular as well as emergency cleaning needs of customers all across Greater London, is pleased to add end
of tenancy cleaning service, carpet cleaning and more to its list of professional cleaning services offered in this
area as a part of its expansion plan. In addition to spring cleaning, after builders cleaning and move out
cleaning, Glory Clean will now provide consumers including real estate agents and landlords in London city
with affordable and comprehensive end of tenancy cleaning service.

Glory Clean’s service expansion into the London’s end of tenancy sector was mostly encouraged by
consumer’s inability to perform end of tenancy cleaning and getting back their rental deposit from the landlord.
There are large number of rental properties in London and its surrounding areas like Putney and Clapham
where consumers fail miserably to meet the end of tenancy cleaning checklists of the landlords and fear to pay
big for professional cleaning agencies. Glory Clean appoints specialized cleaners who regularly work with
estate agents, landlords and inventory clerks to maintain their cleaning checklists that are checked & updated
more often to live to the high standard of the cleaning industry.

Glory Clean, serving London residents and entrepreneurs with reliable, prompt and quality cleaning services at
the least possible price and enjoying a great market reputation for qualified and trained staff along with up-do-
date cleaning practices and machinery wants to reduce the stress of cleaning and bring unbeatable satisfaction
to customer in a professional manner in and around the Greater London area. With guaranteed excellence in
after builders cleaning, move out cleaning and spring cleaning services, Glory Clean makes sure that people
have the most trained and experienced cleaners to meet their specific end of tenancy cleaning requirements in
Clapham and Putney in London. It promises to work until end of tenancy cleaning is complete. No matter how
big the apartment or building is, end of tenancy service won’t be an irritating task anymore for consumers as
Glory Clean is there to handle it for them with ease and comfort.

The team of professional cleaners at Glory Clean uses industry-standard cleaning procedures and equipment
while carefully executing a perfect clean of the rental property and all the upholstery items including carpets
and rugs in the apartment or building. They will remove all dirt, dust, or stains in every inch of the property to
make it look and smell wonderful all over again. With expert end of tenancy and carpet cleaners in London,
Glory Clean will provide consumers with a cleaning experience that reflects 100 percent effort, care and
attention to detail.

Glory Clean sets a benchmark in the London cleaning industry by following the latest standards and values of
traditional residential cleaners, which leaves many locals to enjoy living or working in a perfectly clean and
hygienic environment, while also enabling them to restore the look of their property and get the best value of
their investment.

Customers always like to make the most of its cleaning investment. They appreciate the prompt response,
reliable solutions and affordable rates which all can be realised in professional cleaning services of Glory
Clean. It has thoroughly skilled professionals and flexible packages to deliver great output along with modern
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cleaning options and tips online.

Moving out of a rental property in London and around won’t have to be stressful. The newly added end of
tenancy cleaning allows Glory Clean to turn this tiring and long process into a lot more relaxing experience for
consumers. With comprehensive end of tenancy cleaning solutions, it is expecting to save money, time, efforts
and deliver exceptional result to satisfy landlords or estate agents and get back their rental deposit. Glory Clean
also uses eco-friendly and safe cleaning solutions while keeping interests of the renter in mind. From radiator
cleaning and carpet & floor cleaning to door and window frames cleaning, it ensures everything in end of
tenancy cleaning services that may be required by customers for refund of their deposit.

Glory Clean cares to discuss about the end of tenancy cleaning requirements of customers as they may differ
from one to another. It performs deep clean and charges a reasonable amount so that clients won’t feel
monetary pressure. It also provides after builders cleaning service to make sure that your newly finished or
renovated property gets free from dust, the paint drops and construction debris and becomes ready for use.
Glory Clean is equipped with all the essential equipment, cleaning solutions and knowledge required to leave a
property perfectly clean, neat and usable.

“We at Glory Clean are not just attentive of the needs for inventory checks but also care to follow the extensive
and updated end of tenancy cleaning checklist reflecting the latest cleanliness standards demanded by London
landlords and rental agents. We have experience of professional cleaning services in London for 9 years. Our
newly launched end of tenancy cleaning will surely help you avoid deposit disputes and make your move out
smooth and pleasant. The end of tenancy cleaning is a deep cleaning of all the rooms, furniture, electric
appliances and fittings in the rental property. No matter how large is your London rental property or how long
will be hours for its tenancy cleaning, Glory Clean is ready to support you with the best standards. Our end of
tenancy cleaning specialists come with all the essential equipment, tools and chemicals, and work hard with a
smile on their face to make everything sparkling clean. We know how crucial it is for you to make the rental
property thoroughly cleaned and qualify the final inspection. If you want the carpets or upholstery to be cleaned
properly and separately or as part of your general house cleaning, we can respond to your demands at the
earliest at the lowest possible rates,” said a spokesperson of Glory Clean.

The end of tenancy cleaning services of Glory Clean are comprehensive packages coming with the option of a
deep cleaned kitchen, sanitized bathroom, and perfectly cleaned carpet and floor and much more. Have a look
at its expanded list of professional cleaning services in London at our website

About the Company:-

Glory Clean is a reliable, efficient and affordable cleaning company helping customers with their cleaning
needs in and around London for the last nine years. It provides a wide variety of professional cleaning services
customized to suit their individual demands and adhering to the stringent standards in the industry. From
residential/commercial cleaning to move-out cleaning services, it specializes in all. To book any of its
professional cleaning services online or ask for a quote, you need to click to open the site at
https://www.gloryclean.co.uk/.
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Contact Information
Nicholas Koych
Glory Clean
http://https://www.gloryclean.co.uk/
+44 2071180866

Nicholas Koych
Glory Clean
http://https://www.gloryclean.co.uk/
0207 118 0866 0207 118 0866

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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